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Smart, effective
accommodation

solutions
made
easy

With our head office in Ankara Specialised Space Solutions sells and 
rents a wide range of robust, portable and easy-to-install 
prefabricated buildings, cabins and containers to a diverse 
crosssection of customers . All our precision-made units are 
designed to world-class standards and are supplied to exact 
customer specifications virtually anywhere in the world.

If you need affordable, efficient and practical space, we deliver 
specialised solutions fast and finished to your exact requirements. 
Whether you need a short- or a long-term accommodation solution, 
we can meet your needs on time, on budget and to specification.

Backed by a highly experienced and enthusiastic team of people, an 
extensive range of highquality products and a passionate, 
dedicated service ethic.
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Transpack Cabins W
Adaptable,

flexible,
versatile. 

Anywhere,
everywhere.

          e're solution-driven and that 
means whatever your needs, our 
easy-to-install Transpack cabins 
are the quick, easy, versatile and 
reliable answer.

From rural schools to clinics to a 
mining or exploration site, a suite of 
Transpack cabins comes complete 
with all amenities including sleeping, 
storage, eating, laundry, ablution 
and recreational facilities.  And, you 
have the option to purchase or rent 
at competitive rates.

Our cabins are easy to unpack, erect 
and commission with speed and 
accuracy. All assembly can be done 
on site with standard tools. As we 
provide adjustable base jacks as 
part of our kits, our cabins can be 
erected on virtually any surface.
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As freight costs into Africa can be prohibitively 
expensive, we transport collapsed units which we erect 
on site to your requirements. Easy-to-install 
accommodation solutions

Once our cabins reach 
their destination, they are 
easy to unpack, erect and 
commission with speed 
and accuracy. All 
assembly can be done on 
site with standard tools. 
Each of our cabins can be 
erected on virtually any 
surface because we 
provide adjustable base 
jacks inside our kits. This 
system allows the 
end-user to join multiple 
units, even if the ground is 
uneven or not level. 
What's more, should any 
cabin panel or other 
component be damaged, 
it is easy to replace 
because of the simple, 
modular designs we use.
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Steel Containers

Our steel containers are ideal for standard and 
non-standard storage and shipping, as well as 
converted units for a wide range of accommodation 
and workplace requirements. Our low-maintenance, 
impact-resistant, weatherproof, safe and secure 
steel container units are easy to transport, with an 
extensive range of conversion options, from site 
office, mobile workshops, ablution facilities and 
many more.

We are able to supply and 
support a comprehensive range 
of affordable, easyto- use and 
robust steel containers that can 
be used for standard and 
nonstandard storage and 
shipping requirements, as well as 
converted units for a broad 
spectrum of accommodation 
and workplace requirements.

Tough,
dependable,
strong-as-steel
storage
solutions.

U          fudu's comprehensive range of 
general purpose ISO dry-freight and 
refrigerated cargo containers, ideal for 
perishable cargo, is available in a wide 
choice of sizes and designs.
Affordable and easy-to-use, Ruler's 
product and service excellence extends to 
the supply and support of affordable and 
easy-to-use sturdy steel containers. R
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Prefab Buildings
We provide a comprehensive range of affordable, 
efficient and lowmaintenance prefabricated buildings.

 choice for   smart results.
The clever

Affordable, efficient and 
low-maintenance, our 

prefabricated buildings are the 
first choice for all sizes, 

configurations, time frames and 
usage needs. From a mini-store 

to a micro-business, to 
classrooms, to a full mining or 
construction village complete 

with ablution, dining and 
recreational facilities for 

hundreds of workers, we'll deliver 
to site as well as erect and 
maintain our custom-made 

prefab units

sites offices
..kitchens and
canteens ..mobile 
homes
..classrooms
..dormitories
..ablution facilities
..shows stands and 
other
event facilities.
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Focus on being   fast and efficient

In many instances, we are able to design, 
configure, supply and install a complete 
accommodation solution within short time. At 
all times, our goal is to supply what the 
customer needs as swiftly and efficiently as 
possible.

Once units are delivered on site and all the 
required fittings have been installed and 
tested, we work diligently to ensure all 
services — including water and electricity 
supply and plumbing are functioning fully to 
specification. Working in partnership with our 
reputable suppliers, we strive to ensure 
stringent quality assurance management at 
all times.
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We offer a full range of logistics and support services that includes a 
comprehensive range of domestic and international freight forwarding services 
for all our product lines for delivery almost anywhere in the world.

Ruler provides a full range of logistics and support services, from the time of 
design and order through to manufacturing, transport and installation. Where 
applicable, we provide a full range of product repair and refurbishment services 
to ensure peace of mind.

To complement this service, Ufudu operates an in-house transport division to 
provide speedy delivery and minimise the risk of damage to leased and 
purchased units. We also relocate units as a standard component of our services.

Our dedicated team of experienced staff provides a complete on-site erection 
and commissioning service for all our products.

Our experienced maintenance team can repair or refurbish units on request.

Logistics & Services

We get what you want where you need it, fast

Comprehensive freight solutions

Commissioning and erection

Refurbishment and repairs


